Analysis of sound propagation in a fluid through a screen of scatterers.
A multiple scattering analysis in a nonviscous fluid is developed in detail in order to predict the coherent sound motion in the presence of disordered heterogeneities, such as particles, fibers, bubbles, or contrast agents. Scatterers can be homogeneous, layered, shell-like with encapsulated liquids or gas, nonabsorbing, or absorbing, and can take a wide variety of shapes. A priori imposed limitations or physical assumptions are absent in the derivation, whether they concern the expected response of the fluid-scatterer mixture, the scatterer size relative to wavelength, or the scatterer concentration or the screen thickness. However, as in any multiple scattering formulation, a closure assumption is invoked. Closed-form results for the backscattered and forward-scattered wave motions on either side of the screen of scatterers are obtained. The fluid-scatterer mixture is shown to behave as an effective dissipative medium from the standpoint of the coherent motion. It is found that the effective medium is fully described once two parameters are determined: the effective wave number and the reflection coefficient for the associated half-space screen. Remarkably, both parameters depend only on the far-field scattering properties of a single scatterer.